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On Hedegaard “Taste and Aesthetic Learning-process” 
 

Per Bauhn 

 

 

I greatly sympathize with the way Liselotte Hedegaard applies Mau-

rice Merleau-Ponty‘s theory of sensory impressions to the realm of gustato-

ry taste, clarifying how this kind of taste relies on a ―continuous process‖ (p. 

43), involving several distinct aspects of our senses. The taste of a food-item 

involves visual, tactile, olfactory, and audible impressions that precede or 

combine with the sensory impressions emanating from the food-item‘s con-

tact with our tongue. As is often testified, ―we eat with our eyes first‖, and 

our expectations regarding how a particular food-item will taste are raised or 

lowered depending on how the item in question appears to our other senses. 

Moreover, the interaction of the various sensory impressions would 

go a long way toward explaining the relationship between gustatory taste 

and memory, illustrated by Marcel Proust‘s famous madeleine cake, (p. 

43f). To the extent that an earlier gustatory taste experience of some food-

item took place against a background of various visual, olfactory, tactile, 

and other kinds of sensory impressions, and to the extent that these impres-

sions were related to a subjectively important context, one could reasonably 

expect that a renewed contact with the same food-item would bring back 

memories of that context with all its related sensory impressions. It is signif-

icant that the gustatory impression does not come alone, but is attached to 

several other kinds of sensory impressions; this is, I would like to argue, 

what makes it possible to build a complex memory structure around it. 

Here it might be fruitful to relate Merleau-Ponty‘s theory of the inter-

relatedness of different kinds of sensory impression to Pierre Nora‘s idea of 

lieux de mémoire. A lieu de mémoire could be a building or a monument, 

but it could also be a document or a recurring social activity that is invested 

with some historic significance and hence is ―created by a play of memory 

and history‖.
1
 In a similar manner, a ―play‖ of different kinds of sensory im-

pressions may contribute to a subject‘s creating a sensory narrative for her-

                                                 
1 ―Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Mémoire‖, Representations 26 

(1989) p. 19. 
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self that later manifests itself as a memory whenever she revisits any of the 

sensory impressions involved. In this way, a madeleine cake may bring back 

a childhood memory of an aunt as well as of her home and its neighbour-

hood, just as a war memorial may activate narratives of battles won and lost. 

Hedegaard presents an interesting argument about the potential value 

of gustatory taste in education. The idea here is that students ―can learn both 

about taste and through taste‖, (p. 46f). By preparing and tasting a suitable 

variety of food-items and then formulating their taste experiences in writing, 

the students will ―acquire tools for discerning‖, (p. 47). They will also ac-

quire a better understanding of the physical and chemical processes behind 

various taste experiences. Moreover, as they conduct laborations in the form 

of preparing various food-items for each other, they will also learn how to 

―negotiate taste-preferences with their classmates in order to determine the 

types of preparation‖, (ibid.). In this way, gustatory aesthetics can be con-

nected not only to the sciences, but also to the development of social skills. 

I believe that this educational approach to gustatory taste can be 

taken one step further by once more returning to the theory of interrelated 

sensory impressions. A deeper understanding of the practical implications of 

this theory may in fact contribute to a certain kind of moral education, in-

volving the development of virtues such as prudence and temperance. Pru-

dence – the ability to make reasonable choices of ends and means – as well 

as temperance – the ability to control our appetites, desires, and inclinations 

in accordance with the requirements of a rational and good life – both rely 

heavily on our capacity to ascertain truth and to detect and avoid falsehoods. 

We need to be able to act in accordance with realistic and reliable concep-

tions of what is good for us. And to the extent that our ideas about what to 

choose and what to avoid, about which appetites to cultivate and which to 

check are affected by various sensory impressions, an education along the 

line of gustatory aesthetics could indeed be helpful. 

As already noted, our expectations concerning the enjoyment that we 

will derive from a particular dish very often depend on how we experience 

that dish visually. Empirical studies seem to confirm this. In fact, even the 

gustatory taste experience itself seems to be affected by how the food-item 

appears to us visually. For instance, in one study in which people were ask-

ed to grade samples of orange juice according to their taste, ―participants 

perceived a significantly greater difference in the taste of two identical sam-

ples than in the taste of two different samples‖ simply because one of the 
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two identical samples had been dyed and had a slightly darker orange col-

our; hence, ―the visual cue dominated the taste cue‖.
1
 

Likewise, complex perceptions of flavour can be manipulated by a 

change in colour of the object tasted: ―For instance, when a white wine is 

coloured red with anthocyanins (a natural red colour pigment in grapes), it 

tends to be described with ‗red wine‘ odour terms associated with red or 

dark objects such as plum, cherry, blackberry, strawberry, and currant. But 

when the colour is left unaltered, the wine is described with ‗white wine‘ 

odour terms associated with yellow or clear objects such as grapefruit, lem-

on, banana, pineapple, and hay‖.
2
 Very often we consume food-items as pic-

tures before they reach our plate and our mouth. It is a well-known con-

temporary phenomenon that people take photographs of meals that they are 

served in restaurants or that they prepare in their homes, and then post these 

pictures on the internet for others to enjoy. Likewise, bookstores are full of 

cookbooks, presenting dishes in appetizing images, and on television fa-

mous chefs prepare seductively appealing dishes before our eyes. And there 

is obviously a market for such a pictorial display of food – a market suffi-

ciently big for some observers to talk of ―food porn‖. Moreover, there seems 

to be an evolutionary reason for our interest in pictorial representations of 

food: ―Our brains learnt to enjoy seeing food, since it would likely precede 

consumption‖.
3
 

Here there would seem to be an important lesson to be learned for 

anyone seriously interested in gustatory aesthetics and its bearing on the vir-

tues of prudence and temperance. The ease with which we seem to move 

from mistaken perceptions to confident judgements should remind us of 

how easily we can be misled about what is truly good for us. Now while 

there is nothing wrong in enjoying good food, we should be aware that there 

is such a thing as an imprudent and intemperate consumption of food, that 

is, a food consumption that is deficient in quality and excessive in quantity, 

exposing the consumer to various health risks, such as obesity, diabetes, 

heart problems, and so on. Learning about how visual impressions of food 

                                                 
1 Jo Andrea Hoegg & Joseph W. Alba ―Taste Perception: More than Meets the 

Tongue‖, Journal of Consumer Research 33 (2007), p. 493. 
2 Jeannine F. Delwiche ―You eat with your eyes first‖, Physiology & Behavior 107 

(2012), p. 503. 
3 Charles Spence, Katsunori Okajima, Adrian David Cheok, Olivia Petit, & Charles 

Michel ―Eating with our eyes: From visual hunger to digital satiation‖, Brain and 

Cognition 110 (2016), p. 54. 
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affect us, we might also learn about how to critically assess such impres-

sions, strengthening the virtues of prudence and temperance in the process, 

and thereby also protecting our health. 

Given that our gustatory desires can be influenced by visual rep-

resentations, it could be argued that we should have an education not only 

about taste but also in taste. That is, an education that not only explains the 

causal background of our taste, but also critically evaluates visual represen-

tations of food and promotes a healthy life-style. Here we can benefit from 

various empirical studies about the relationship between perception and 

consumption. One such experiment indicated that ―young children‘s liking 

for vegetables can be increased simply by exposing them to pictures of those 

vegetables‖, while another study has shown that to be overexposed to pict-

ures can reduce people‘s desire for the food-item represented in the pictures: 

―simply viewing 60 (vs. 20) food pictures associated with a specific taste 

experience (e.g. salty) decreased people‘s enjoyment of similar taste experi-

ences during consumption‖.
1
 

Of course, any education in taste aiming at a strengthening of the 

virtues of prudence and temperance and supporting a healthy life-style has 

to take into consideration the possibility that it might result in an instrumen-

talism that obscures the intrinsic quality of taste itself. That is, if we have 

too strong a focus on manipulating our sensory impressions as a means to 

our well-being, we risk to miss out on the joy that the very exercise of our 

senses can bring. To savour a meal that appeals to our taste has a value that 

is independent of its impact on our health. It is one thing to say that we 

should avoid unhealthy eating habits. It is quite another thing to say that the 

promotion of our health should be the only guideline for our choice of what 

to eat. While it is indeed important that we learn about the possibility that 

our senses might seduce us into adopting unhealthy habits of eating and 

drinking, we should resist the temptation to reduce taste to just another tool 

of self-perfection. 

After all, the fact that temperance rejects gluttony does not mean that 

it endorses asceticism. Temperance is about moderation, not about self-

denial; it is about controlling one‘s desires, not about extinguishing them. 

Even to those of us who are not full-blown hedonists, it seems reasonable to 

hold that our experiences of beauty (including gustatory beauty) should be 

understood as valuable in their own right and not only as a means to our 

bodily improvement. 

                                                 
1 Spence et al., p. 59. 
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Tasting Tasteful Flavours 
On Andrea Borghini &Tommaso Piazza: 

‖The Aesthetic Properties of Wine‖ 

 

Mads Nygaard Folkmann 

 

 

 In their interesting paper on the aesthetic properties of wine, 

Andrea Borghini & Tommaso Piazza submit the taste of wine to a phil-

osophical analysis of how we can differentiate between different aesthetic 

properties in wines and where these properties are located, in the tasting 

subject and/or the qualities of the wine. The analysis implies a consideration 

of the particular ontology of beverages: We do not have shared experiences 

of wine in the same way as we have with physical artifacts such as archi-

tecture, design and art, because the aesthetic potential of wine foremost 

comes to expression in a gustatory act. Of course, we may also disagree in 

the evaluation of architecture, design and art, but it seems to me that gusta-

tory experiences are more elusive because we may disagree even on the 

basic characterization of the taste of the wine. We can inter-subjectively 

point to formal and tactile features in for instance a design object; in wine, 

we can visibly detect the colour and transparency, but how to characterize 

its taste seems to me a more tricky matter. 

 Perhaps I am just a novice in tasting wine, and as in all fields of 

aesthetic experience, the degree of knowledge is vital. I have been attending 

wine tasting a couple of times and each time I have been guided by an ex-

pert – ―it has some hints of blueberries and straw‖ – and then I have tried to 

direct my taste in that direction. But actually, I like beer better; perhaps I am 

Northern European in that way; perhaps I just have simple taste; or perhaps I 

just haven‘t tasted the really good wines yet! Beside the elusiveness of the 

gustatory experience as an aesthetic experience and the required knowledge 

to appreciate all the dimensions of the wine, a challenge may be the accessi-

bility of the really good stuff. I expect that the L‘Apparita 1985 mentioned 

in the paper is not a simple table wine but a more sophisticated, pricy and 

perhaps also rare wine. Due to accessibility and price, I have very few expe-

riences with very good wine. So maybe we talk of high-end products here, 
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in the same way that we in the field of design talk of ―high design‖, (Julier 

2014)? 

 As I am no expert in wine or in the field of how gustatory experi-

ences can be conceptualized as aesthetic experiences, I will point to some 

general themes regarding aesthetic experiences that are pointed to or are 

implicated in the paper. Then these can be discussed in light of the topic of 

wine. These are: 
 

1) On which basis is the taste judgment formed when we re-

gard such an ontologically elusive phenomenon as wine? 

Or, more generally: Where do we find the concepts to de-

scribe aesthetic phenomena? 

2) How can aesthetic and/or elusive experiences (if we accept 

gustatory experiences to be so) be represented, e.g. in lang-

uage or other media? What are the effects of this mediation? 

3) How do experts affect processes of taste judgments? It is not 

just a question of education (or, Bildung, if you like), but 

also of power. What is the cultural circuit of wine tasting? 
 

 The Referential Basis of Taste Judgments. In their analysis of the 

different aesthetic properties of wine, Borghini & Piazza lucidly point out 

that it is productive to differentiate between ―referential‖ and ―evaluative‖ 

aesthetic properties. The latter designates the result of a judgment which 

could take the form of values or expressions such as elegant or excellent, so 

to speak, the interpretation of the qualities of the wine. The former desig-

nates, roughly speaking, qualities to be found in the wine, such as the wine 

being velvety or tannic. A ―negative feature of referential properties is that 

they are not evaluative properties‖, on the other hand, a ―positive feature of 

the properties in question that the qualifier ‗referential‘ is designed to bring 

out is that they are – at least to a greater extent than the evocative properties 

of a wine – independent of the judge‘s taste and standards. Even outside any 

specific frame of reference, to call a wine velvety is – to a certain extent, at 

least – to describe it‖, (p. 22). 

 The question that I want to focus on is the question of how these 

referential aesthetic properties are established and described. Where do they 

come from, how do they discriminate the specificities of the wine, and how 

does this discrimination operate? 

 Borghini & Piazza are very careful to say that these are not pos-

itively identifiable qualities to be detected by everyone. Rather, they are 
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―response-dependent‖, that is, they relate to the standards of the taster: The 

properties of the wine that the wine taster Clara gets in contact with 
 

should not be identified with any of the wine‘s physical 

properties, nor with the subjective feelings that accompany 

Clara‘s first encounter with them. [W]e defend the sugges-

tion that the referential and the evaluative aesthetic proper-

ties of the wine are response-dependent properties, namely 

dispositions, grounded in the wine‘s natural properties, to 

elicit experiences with a distinctive phenomenal character‖, 

(p. 23). 
 

The wine seems to have a ―disposition‖ which must be activated, and the 

question is how this is facilitated by the elusive medium of the wine and the 

taster‘s abilities. On the one hand, Borghini & Piazza state that ―the refer-

ential aesthetic properties seem independent of taste and standards‖ (p. 29) 

as something in the wine. But on the other hand, we may ask how these 

tastes are being established as tastes. Do they come through to the tasters 

―whatever their tastes and standards‖ (p. 29) or is a knowledge of conven-

tions in wine tasting necessary along with some education? Borghini & 

Piazza seem to indicate the latter in pointing out that they ―take acquaint-

ance with a wine‘s dispositional properties to be a necessary condition for 

the possession of the concept of those properties‖, (p. 31, note 2). 

 Evaluative aesthetic properties are established in a social context of 

wine tasting, but are referential aesthetic properties that as well? Generally 

speaking, what does it require of education to perceive aesthetic properties 

of the phenomena we engage with? We need to learn to describe physical 

artefacts in order to understand the basis of their appreciation. Again, it 

seems to me that gustatory experiences are special on this point due to their 

ontological elusiveness: What are the concepts for describing wine, where 

do they come from, and how are they exerted as part of a social context? 

 The Representation of Aesthetic Experiences. The articulation of 

the different aesthetic properties is dependent on the mode and medium of 

articulation, which often is language. We may have strong gustatory sensa-

tions (or other kinds of sensations) but they need to be articulated in order to 

partake in a process of aesthetic evaluation. Of course, we may silently 

evaluate to ourselves, when we taste wine, but I would claim that this silent 

evaluation always is framed by an implicit social context (of wine tasting 

and understanding wine) and bound to be articulated by the means at hand. 
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 In an interesting design project, the Swedish design researcher An-

nica Nordegren has attempted to ―translate an experienced taste of wine 

from words into images‖, (Nordegren 2007, p. 271). The result is a series of 

visual symbols suggested to be a part of the wine label when the wine is 

distributed in the closed system of alcohol distribution in the state-organized 

chain of stores in Sweden called Systembolaget. The result is 14 different 

symbols each representing a tone of flavour, (left). The symbols can be 

combined on wine labels in order to communicate complexities of flavours. 

The 14 different tones or characteristics of flavour are: berries, fruit, spicy, 

herbs, fat, citrus, fire, earth, young, mature, rough, bitter, soft, and sparkling. 

 The symbols are intended to be 

communicative signs of different sensu-

al impressions and to present a structure 

that directly represents the structuring of 

different ―referential‖ (in Borghini & 

Piazza‘s sense) flavours. It may be that 

the visual design of some of the differ-

ent symbols may be difficult to detect 

and require some time to learn; the point 

is that the structure of discrimination 

carries the core aspect of the representa-

tion. 

 The system of symbols may 

seem reductive even if it offers multiple 

expressions when more flavours are 

combined. But it makes visible what one 

possible structure of discriminating, or-

ganizing and, hence, expressing flavours 

could be. The structure attempts to make 

the elusive manifest. Whether this struc-

ture is representative for the universe of wine tastes, I will leave open. But it 

provides a new finite language of expression which also communicates its 

code of discrimination. 

 Additionally, what this case makes clear is that all sensual experi-

ence requires expression and is dependent on the medium of expression. 

How do these media of expression not only affect the ability to commu-

nicate aesthetic experience but also the ―silent‖ process of experiencing the 

experiences? To appreciate wine or design (or art, for that matter) is not just 

something we just do but is a cultural skill based on education, structuring 
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of the referential foundation of the experiences, and the means to express the 

experiences. 

 Experts and Power. In the last paragraph of the paper, the authors 

reflect upon the role of experts and expertise in wine tasting. The authors 

point to the claim that ―wine experts do acquire, display, and routinely ex-

ercise the kind of abilities required for their pronouncements to count as 

epistemically justified‖ and that the expertise exercised ―has four dimen-

sions: exposure, development, natural talent, and esotericity‖ (p. 36), where 

the two first count as the most important. Wine expertise requires a set of 

skills: ―A wine expert must know how to properly: open a bottle; serve the 

wine; swirl the wine in a glass; sniff a wine; move the liquid in the mouth; 

com-pare a present tasting experience with selected past experiences‖, (p. 

36) – all elements I can recall from my participation in wine tasting. 

 To become a wine expert requires education and knowledge. In 

this respect, wine tasting is just an example of a general phenomenon in 

tasting: Aesthetic appreciation and tasting in the right way are skills to be 

learned. But all matters of knowledge also relate to power issues: Through 

their positions, educators and experts exert power, which more specifically 

is a power to know the right discriminations and the right language to de-

scribe the referential base of the phenomenon being appreciated. Just think 

of the wine experts that you also mention, for instance the very influential 

wine expert Robert Parker who wields power in highlighting and naming 

different qualities of the wines. He rates wines with the highest score of 100 

points, and – this I find hilarious – all wines start at 50 points, just for being 

a wine. 

 In looking at experts and their exertion of power, the whole cultur-

al system surrounding aesthetic phenomena comes into view. We do not just 

have the objects in isolation but they are part of a context where different 

actors have many interests. I am sure that Robert Parker loves wine but his 

name is also a brand for an industry of evaluating wine. 

 From my field I know about the fashion system and the ―cultural 

circuit‖ of design, where aspects of production, consumption, representa-

tion, identity, and regulation are taken into consideration, (du Gay et al. 

1997). A basic assumption within this approach is that products in them-

selves do not contain a meaning, but that meaning is being created through 

the interaction and intersection of the different elements of the cultural cir-

cuit and thus, in this process, attributed to the product. But whereas products 

are mass-manufactured, wine is a product category with many variations and 

different referential foundations. Wines are not only what they are due to the 
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symbolic meaning ascribed to them. But what they are is also the result of a 

production of cultural meaning in a larger circuit extending beyond the actu-

al products. 

 My questions would be: How does the cultural circuit of wine af-

fect taste judgments? And in general: What is the role of cultural-contextual 

parameters for forming and asserting judgments? 
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Relatively Uncontroversial 
 

Carsten Friberg 

 

 

Reading Goldman‘s paper was an interesting experience for me. At 

first I struggled with identifying the voices of the objectivist and the relativ-

ist positions maybe because of my own approach to philosophy exaggerates 

discussions of positions by wondering what problems they are brought into 

the world to answer. It steals my attention from the arguments. When I came 

to Goldman‘s own voice however, my immediate reaction was that we are 

probably much in agreement. But reading again I realise the matter is more 

complex. The examples of bad taste become a reason for me to ask myself 

why I find it easy to agree with them and that causes concern for me, a con-

cern I wish to share. 

My concern relates to some assumptions I believe have been made 

when it comes to what Goldman takes as examples of bad taste. Not the ex-

amples themselves, but in what is expressed with the hope that they are ―an 

uncontroversial characterization of bad taste based on widely agreed upon 

examples‖, (p. 169). The examples are based on the assumption that they are 

examples ―we commonly recognize‖ (p. 163) to be examples of bad taste. 
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My question is if we really do! Or, more precisely: who is represented by 

the ―we‖? 

It is not difficult for me to imagine consensus about the examples 

within some discourses of art – and we are explicitly in the context of art so 

we should not discuss other uses of the judgement of taste such as related to 

a person‘s appearance. We can for the sake of simplicity assume that in 

most contemporary discussions taste in art is seen as paradigmatic of good 

taste also in other matters like one‘s appearance. Someone with good taste 

will also know how to dress well. But this may prove to be the real issue of 

my concern. Today il bel parlare or bel êsprit of the educated person with a 

refined taste cannot be taken as also reflecting a moral character. However, I 

believe we should keep that relation in mind. The relation becomes apparent 

when taste is something acquired and formed within a community when we 

understand taste as ―a capacity for appreciating‖, (p. 169, italics mine). Any 

exercise of our faculty of judgement, hence also judgements of taste, must 

be learned and developed through exercise, (p. 170). 

Such exercise is related to feelings. Taste is related to what we take 

pleasure in and this again relates to interpretation. Of course a feeling like 

pain can be followed by an impulse as it is a sign of endangering the body, 

we do not interpret the pain of the flame but move the hand; but many forms 

of pain can – and will – be endured, and pleasure, which is more commonly 

discussed in relation to art and taste, will relate to what we learn to take 

pleasure in. From early childhood we learn to abstain from impulses and to 

act in given patterns; we may not necessarily think of abstention as pain but 

the crying of a child should make us aware of how it does not come by itself 

but relates to experiences of painful frustrations and conflicts. Later in life 

we all make hedonistic calculations and are, in most cases, not following 

immediate desires but those that will not backlash in the longer run even if 

abstaining from something may feel painful. In similar fashion we move 

beyond immediate pleasures to learn what to find pleasure in. Many, for ex-

ample, do not find coffee a pleasure the first time it is tasted but may learn 

to appreciate it – and the Italian may find the American coffee painful to 

drink and an example of bad taste. 

Essential for Goldman‘s argumentation is that ―there really is such a 

thing as good and bad taste‖ (p. 159), meaning ―some people have better 

taste than others‖, (p. 162); and this is not limited to, or relative to a specific 

community but must be of a general character. The relativistic approach is 

rejected because it fails to meet the ―claim that some tastes are better than 

others‖, (p. 163). However, we must ask how widely applicable the exam-
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ples of bad taste are, why they are not exactly examples relative to an influ-

ential understanding of art in a Western classical tradition hence to a specif-

ic understanding of good taste? Is the attempt of approaching what must 

characterise good taste from what we – the ‗we‘ which sounds like a com-

munity of fine art lovers – commonly recognise as examples of bad taste not 

already characterised by a specific understanding of what good taste is? Are 

we not simply begging the question? 

I will add two reflexions here. Works we today recognise as fine art 

were originally examples of bad taste, works such as Gustave Courbet‘s La 

recontreou Bonjour Monsieur Courbet from 1854 and Jean-François Mil-

let‘s, L‟homme à la houe from 1860. Different avant-garde works and move-

ments have since deliberately provoked good taste and one can ask whether 

something like Tom Friedman‘s A partially used bar of soap inlaid with a 

spiral of pubic hair (1990) or Millie Brown‘s vomit paintings are then ex-

amples of bad taste mistakenly aspiring to be considered art or if the rejec-

tion of them as bad taste demonstrates a lack of understanding of artistic 

development and if not the rejection itself demonstrates bad taste or at least 

a misperception of taste. 

These are of course examples of situations where we may wish to 

settle a discussion about taste. But they also draw attention to how ideals of 

what is bad taste since 19
th

 century have been challenged by art to make it 

permanently negotiable. John Ruskin praises Sir Edwin Landseer‘s The old 

shepherds chief mourner from 1837 as ―one of the most perfect … pictures 

… which modern times have seen‖, (Andrew Ballantyne, John Ruskin, Re-

aktion Books 2015, p. 69) and later avant-garde may consider it to be hor-

ribly sentimental. Likewise has avant-garde art been rejected as good art and 

been seen as bad taste. I believe we should listen when Ortega y Gasset in 

his 1925 essay Dehumanization of Art asks us to make the effort of under-

standing the new avant-garde artists rather than reject them because they fail 

to meet our expectations. In a similar fashion Hans-Georg Gadamer recog-

nises how ―the records of modern songs so popular with the young people of 

today‖ are legitimate forms of expressions that communicate across differ-

ent backgrounds to address ―the genuine experience of community‖ he finds 

to be a characteristic of classical art. The generation gap experienced at 

home and in society should rather be ―continuity between the generations – 

since the older generation also learns something in the process‖, (The Rele-

vance of the Beautiful and other Essays, Cambridge UP 1986, p. 51). 

Nowhere do I find that Goldman will say different; good taste does 

require education (p. 167) and evaluating art depends on ―perceptual atten-
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tion‖, (p. 168) – it does not come easy but as a result of learning and train-

ing. But it does bring me back to asking who it is that we learn from? Who 

in the generation gap is right? And the important question: what education 

are we talking about when we learn to evaluate art? 

Perhaps what was considered good taste yesterday was due to yester-

day‘s society ideals which the next generation seeks to reject; hence they see 

the good taste of yesterday as examples of bad taste. Such was the case 

when yesterday‘s ideals culminated in the First World War and were re-

jected by the Dadaist who let poetry sound like Hugo Ball writes: ―gadji beri 

bimba glandridi laula lonni cadori‖. The aesthetics of the past is what ―today 

appears as mentally and physically intolerable, false, as part of the commod-

ity culture, as an obstacle to liberation‖, Herbert Marcuse later wrote, 

(Counterrevolution and Revolt, Boston, Beacon Press 1972, p. 88). 

It seems that from the view of the art movements of the avant-garde 

the difficulty of relating taste to a moral character has not vanished but is 

rather motivating many attempts of radicalising art to get rid of old and no 

longer appropriate world views and their set of norms. Here lies a conflict. 

We may want to judge good and bad taste across all the differences – to 

discuss the quality of works by Hugo Ball, Gustave Courbet, Edwin Land-

seer and Millie Brown equally. But by doing so we will also face drawing 

the conclusion that often artists in prominent art movements throughout the 

last century were themselves poor judges when it comes to their metier. But 

why should they have other privileges in discussing bad taste than the audi-

ence of art-lovers? After all they worked relative to different contexts and 

created art in response to them while the art-lover asks to be kept above 

these responses to judge in general about qualities. 

This leads to my other reflexion which relates to what happens when 

we are not only crossing generations and artistic movements but also cultur-

al differences. What kind of examples will we find when they are taken 

from e.g. Russian, Egyptian, or Japanese contexts? Does it always make 

sense to discuss taste across such differences assuming we should still be 

able to determine what good taste is and agree on bad taste? Why uphold the 

criteria that there must be the good taste across different communities? Does 

it really have to be something universally recognised so I can discuss with 

colleagues from Lagos, Isfahan and Jakarta? Or at least with Western ori-

ented communities in Brooklyn and Treme in the US as well as in Prinzlauer 

Berg and Ashrafiyeh? 

The examples of bad taste Goldman gives are from typical discourses 

on aesthetics in Western philosophy hence it gives me little difficulty to 
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agree to them as I share the same background. But at the same time, my 

friends in art will challenge me and ask how I can be so sure they are exam-

ples of bad taste? They will not agree hence the ‗we‘ of before becomes 

partial – we have to agree that some, like many artists, are not included into 

the ‗we‘ that commonly recognize something as bad taste. So why are we 

now excluding them because they apparently have bad taste when they en-

gage in art projects playing with clichés and picking up what has previously 

been considered really bad taste? 

Here is my concern. Do we in fact reveal that the examples of bad 

taste are in fact related to an idea of taste that is relative to art lovers within 

a Western academic tradition? 

A question for me becomes why we are concerned with settling a dis-

cussion about bad taste. Apart from the legal and economic issue to deter-

mine whether something represents art and not vandalism and has a cultural 

or economic value, and from the interest we have in debating taste and en-

gaging in such debates because we believe we can enrich the other‘s experi-

ence because something of good taste has more to offer than bad taste, 

which en passant does not imply it is also ―the correct one‖ and a value 

―that is really there in the object under dispute‖ (p. 160) only that it is more 

giving, apart from this I believe there is one more element in it, the norma-

tive. 

There appears to be a disagreement with Goldman on this, but we 

know in philosophy there can be a discrepancy between appearing and being 

so I am curious about his response to this. Goldman argues against taste as a 

means in distinguishing social classes (p. 159) and as a tribal interest in 

sharing values within a community (p. 161) failing to answer the ―claim that 

some tastes are better than others‖, (p. 163). But why care about differences 

between good and bad taste if we are not within the community where we 

share these ideals? Why care about it in general, about good and bad taste in 

India, Iran, and Indonesia? Do we need to judge whether what is considered 

good taste in India is also really good taste? The question here seems to be-

come one of what sets the standard of good taste and I fail to see how this is 

possible unless one subscribes to a metaphysical idea of an ultimate end for 

everything and Goldman does not include himself among such subscribers. 

But will we not then instead find ourselves engaged in evaluating not only 

the judgements of taste of the other but also their world view expressed in 

the products we judge to be of bad taste – products less ―discriminating‖ (p. 

165) because we, with good taste, have learned to make these particular 

discriminations which engage our mental capacities and enrich our experi-
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ences. I believe we should listen to y Gasset and make an effort to under-

stand that those with bad taste maybe want something our standards of 

judging do not include. 

Of course this does not imply that everything is equally to be con-

sidered candidate for good taste; it is more a concern addressing two prob-

lems. One is the awareness of when it is appropriate to discuss good taste, 

and here sometimes the rejection of bad taste may come too quickly like in 

discussions about popular culture as well as radical new avant-garde works. 

The other concern is how we may find ourselves engaged in a position 

where we confirm ourselves due to all the efforts made in exercising good 

taste rewarding us with ―a deeper kind of satisfaction or pleasure‖, (p. 170). 

How do we avoid making ourselves subject to a critique similar to Paul 

Gauguin‘s about the French in Polynesia: ―Already in the cradle the small 

children begin to sing hymns in incomprehensible French, recite the cate-

chism and then … Nothing. Yes, you hear me well. If a young girl picks 

flowers and artistically makes a pretty crown to put on her head Monseig-

neur gets angry!‖
1
 ? 

 

 

 

On Cain Todd‟s ‟Tasting in Time: the affective and temporal 

dimensions of flavour perception‟ 
 

Liselotte Hedegaard 

 

 

As highlighted at the beginning of his paper, Cain Todd approaches 

questions related to taste – or rather flavour – in interplay between empirical 

study and philosophical reflection. In this respect, the approach presents it-

self as a potential meeting-point between science and philosophy. Further-

more, as indicated by the focus on flavour, the paper is about gustatory ex-

perience. 

                                                 
1
 “La nouvelle génération, depuis le berceau, chante en unfrançais incompré-

hensible les cantiques, récite le catéchisme et puis encore ... Rien. Vous m'entendez 

bien. Si une jeune fille ayant cueilli des fleurs fait artistement une jolie couronne et 

la met sur sa tête, Monseigneur se fâche!”, Avant et après, Paris, Les Éditions G. 

Crès et Cie, p. 115. 
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First, a few remarks on taste. If you had asked me three years ago, I 

would probably have said that I had a fairly clear conception of taste. How-

ever, having been a partner in a multi-disciplinary and multi-institutional 

project on taste for the past three years, I have become critically aware how 

little I knew and how much I still need to understand. One thing stands out 
as absolutely unquestionable, though: that one needs to clarify one‘s ap-

proach to taste from the outset of any inquiry. Because having worked close-

ly with physicists, food scientists, anthropologists, chefs, teachers, among 

others, it has become clear – not only to me, but also to my collaborators – 

that we do not understand taste in the same way. The natural scientists tend 

to view taste as an interplay between physical-chemical properties of the 

food and activity in the brain, meaning that taste is seen largely as – often 

complex – causal relationships between the molecular structure of food 

items and the human sensory apparatus. The social scientists tend to view 

taste as something that takes place in a shared social space where we 

influence one another and classify each other by means of judgements of 

taste. The researchers from humanities are inclined to view taste as embed-

ded in historical movements and to a certain degree in geographical con-

texts. And, furthermore, that taste contributes to processes of meaning-

creation. It is, undeniably, more complex than I have described it here, but I 

think that it serves to show that there are no simple answers. 
In terms of making one‘s approach clear, Cain Todd declares that he 

chooses to approach taste in terms of flavour. Flavour-experience is defined 

with reference to contemporary neuroscience as ―the result of the multisen-

sory integration of olfactory, tactile and taste impressions, modulated by the 

dynamic time course of a tasting event and the location of sensory stimuli in 

the mouth‖. This positions the questions on taste – or in this case, flavour – 

in the context of the natural sciences. Two things puzzle me. The first is that 

flavour is viewed as olfaction, tactility and taste and does not seem to in-

clude kinesthesis. The capacity for experiencing temperature and pain are 

part of other definitions of flavour (Gordon Shepard as an example). Even if 

anecdotic reference might be viewed as insufficient from someone referring 

to a natural science perspective, such experience seems relevant in the con-

text of recollection in the sense that it is probably this kind of sensory 

experience that makes us blow a bit of cold air across the surface of hot soup 

before taking it into the mouth. The second thing that puzzles me is that the 

definition seems to imply that sensory stimuli are located in specific parts of 

the mouth. In terms of taste, there used to be an idea that the receptors for 
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each of the basic tastes were located at different parts of the tongue. But the 

physicists in my group tell me that that idea has been rejected. 
Immediately after having defined flavour, Todd declares that he in-

tends to speak ―at least as much about olfaction as about flavour experi-

ence‖. The justification for this move is that ―olfaction arguably plays the 

largest role in flavour perception‖. But is that the case? Isn‘t one of the 

points of speaking in terms of flavour perception not to emphasise that 

flavour is experienced as an amalgamation of sensory impressions? 

In terms of flavour, there is one last point that puzzles me. Todd 

speaks of ―real emergent flavour-properties‖ – and denies their existence. 

I‘m not perfectly sure what this entails – in fact, I‘m not perfectly sure what 

it means, but I would nevertheless like to challenge that position. If I under-

stand Todd correctly, then what is denied is that flavour is based on the 

chemical properties of food-items. At least, that seems to be a reason to 

reject Smith‘s position. But I would say that there are reasons to believe that 

flavour is closely related to chemical (and physical) properties and I will 

give two examples. The first example is about texture – one of the sensory 

impressions included in flavour: ‗crystalline‘ is a texture and for something 

to be ‗crystalline‘, it has to contain elements that are hard and angular. The 

second example is about taste in the sense that basic tastes are discernible on 

the tongue: ‗umami‘ is a basic taste and for something to have the taste of 

‗umami‘, it has to contain monosodium glutamate. Both crystalline proper-

ties and umami are recognisable when tasting and they are not dependant on 

the individual taster. The ―real emergent flavour-properties‖ seem also to be 

rejected because we cannot claim that people taste the same. But in the case 

of the physical-chemical properties above, don‘t the tasters taste the same? I 

have tried to let school children experiment with taste and texture and even 

if they describe the personal experience of taste differently, they can agree 

on fundamental properties in the taste-experience based on chemical proper-

ties such as ‗crystalline‘ and ‗umami‘. 

Out of the context of flavour and the definition with reference to neu-

roscience, I would like to raise a question that might seem impertinent in 

this context. Nevertheless, I think it carries philosophical weight. The ques-

tion is what it is to be human? If sensory experience is explained in terms of 

our nervous system and processes in the brain, is that then what we are? I‘m 

not implying that neuroscience is wrong – it just seems insufficient to me. 

Like when asking a mathematician what infinity is and being told in terms 

of a mathematical formula. 
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Back to the paper, I became curious when reading the question that is 

raised during the opening section: ―if you like that taste of X and I do not, 

are we tasting the same thing X?‖ It is mentioned as a focal point for the 

rest of the inquiry, but isn‘t there a slight problem buried in that question? 

The problem, as I see it, is that it seems that ‗liking‘ is equated with ‗tasting 

the same‘ – or, that if we taste the same thing, we would pass the same sen-

tence in terms of like or dislike. Is it not possible that two persons can taste 

―the same‖ without passing the same judgment regarding like or dislike? I 

would say that it is possible. Since the article refers to a natural science ap-

proach to flavour, I could say that genetic differences mean that some 

persons taste bitter more intensely than others and that specific genetic com-

positions cause some to taste corianders as if they were made of soap. 

Hence, aren‘t there reasons to believe that we do not necessarily pass the 

same verdict on liking or disliking when tasting ‗the same‘? 

This questioning leads to my next point related to the paper, namely 

whether the so-called expert has another experience of flavour than the 

novice? This is an interesting question. On one hand, Todd argues that it is 

the level of organisation, knowledge and prior experience that enables the 

expert to articulate more precisely and, on the other hand, that the experts 

simply possess a better capacity for paying attention. But before turning the 

attention to organisation and attention, what about the capacity for experi-

encing flavour at all? If this is the point of departure, ought there to be any 

difference then? Are there reasons to believe that smelling, tasting, and tac-

tility differs among tasters when taken solely as physical capacities? Or, to 

ask differently, are there grounds for believing that we do not have compa-

rable basic capacities for experiencing flavour? 

In the paper, there are discussions on time. This is, in my view, a 

deeply interesting but also very complex philosophical theme. It seems that 

the paper focuses mainly on duration. That it is the attention required in 

order to assess an ephemeral experience that is at the forefront. However, at 

the same time, there are references to memory: as a cause for activity in a 

specific part of the brain, as part of an ―overall temporal experience‖, as 

something that is utilised in order to form patterns of attention. I‘m not per-

fectly sure how to understand the interplay between the various approaches 

to time in the paper: duration, memory, recollection, etc. And, do they im-

pact the experience of flavour in similar ways? 

Ephemerality is interesting. It is suggested that it may be the ephem-

erality itself that is appreciated and that it is the effort it takes to experience 
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it that is part of the reason why ephemeral sensory impressions affect us as 

they do. This remains at the level of a hypothesis. But the interplay between 

presence and absence is mentioned – and in this way Todd approaches a 

theme that has been part of phenomenological inquiry during the 20
th

 cen-

tury. There is no mention of any such works, though. So, is it basically the 

same way of regarding the interplay between absence and presence as in 

phenomenological investigations or is there something else at play? There 

can be little doubt that the ephemerality of taste – and of other sensory im-

pressions – is crucial to the experience of taste, how it is embedded in our 

recollection, and how we can recall it in the form of expectation. But how 

are we to understand the meaning of it? 

One last remark is about attention. It strikes me that smelling is 

claimed to require more effort, more attentive resources than viewing. I‘m 

not sure why this should be the case. All our senses are constantly at work 

and while it is true that singling out one specific kind of sensory experience 

requires a specific attention, there seems to be little argument in favour of 

claiming that it should be particularly strenuous to use one‘s capacity for 

smelling compared to the other senses. Is it because the odours of a wine are 

ephemeral? But so are many other kinds of sensory impressions: the glimpse 

of a face in a packed railway-station, the sound of distant thunder, the fleet-

ing sensation of a snowflake melting in one‘s hand … All of these impres-

sions require a special directedness of attention in order to catch a passing 

sensation. But are any of them harder than the others? 

 

 

 

On “The Evaluative Dimension of Judgements of Taste” 

 

Andrea Borghini 

 

 

First of all, thanks to Sanna. This is a thoroughly enjoyable paper, writ-

ten with clarity and dense of deserving ideas. I will concentrate only on a 

few passages, but there is much more to dig in this piece and I hope the 

subsequent discussion will allow us to get at it. 
 

1. I wish to start with a clarification question regarding this passage, 

which occurs on p. 8: 
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More importantly, whether a term is evaluation-added or a 

descriptive merit term can be decided by looking at whether 

the value of the property resides in the property (e.g. deli-

ciousness is valuable) or depends on the relation of the prop-

erty to something else which is valuable (e.g. sometimes the 

honesty of a person saves one from being tricked, and not 

being tricked is valuable). 
 

It is unclear to me why the decision of the kind of term we are dealing with 

relies on whether the value resides in the property or in the relation of the 

property; couldn‘t it be that a term is evaluation added even when the value 

of the property resides in a relation? 
 

2. On p. 9 Sanna writes: ―However, objectivism about taste, it 

seems to me, is empirically highly implausible. It presup-

poses that there are perspective-independent truths about 

matters of taste‖. Is this requirement on objectivism too 

strong? Couldn‘t objectivism allow, e.g., for some context-

dependency that one could nonetheless regard as ‗objective‘? 
 

I assume here much depends on the stance we have on objectivity, so I guess 

my question is to that extent an invitation to Sanna to tell us more about her 

views on objectivity. 
 

3. P. 10: ―Given the crucial roles of both genetic variation and 

one‘s eating history in determining one‘s judgements of the 

taste of food and drink, it seems rather absurd to think that 

there might nevertheless be the evaluative properties of foods 

out there to be discovered by the perfect judges‖. 
 

Couldn‘t one run a parallel argument regarding any of the other senses, 

though? Is the argument regarding taste forcing us to give up on objectivity 

any more than considerations regarding other senses? I take this was, in part, 

the point under discussion also in Hume‘s standards of taste; can we find 

standards for taste that parallel standards we found for other senses? Why or 

why not? I would like to know more of what Sanna‘s views are on this 

point. 
 

4. P. 12: ―… and normally one cannot make a judgement of 

taste without having been in the grounding experiential state. 
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Nothing like that is true of moral judgments: I can make 

moral judgements about actions or events without having 

experienced them. Most people have not experienced say, the 

burning of live humans but nevertheless anyone can felici-

tously make moral judgments about that‖. 
 

Could Sanna say something more to substantiate this asymmetry? There is 

potentially a solid point digged in here, but I still cannot grasp the details of 

the argument. It seems to me that, at least some times, we do judge of things 

we have not eaten, for instance, provided we can rely on appropriate cues 

and we are in a suitable epistemic position; is Sanna suggesting that, in these 

occasions, we are not warranted to express an aesthetic judgment? 

As I said, I believe there is more in the paper that deserves being 

discussed and I hope we will get to some of that during the time we have 

left. 

 

 

 

The Spiritual and Sensuous in the Aesthetics 

of Adorno and Scruton:1 

Discernment Beyond „the Culinary‟ of „Industrial Chardonnay‟ 
 

Virgil W. Brower 

 

 

Ethics begins and ends with tastes. If outdated or failed attempts 

heretofore enframed their ethical projects in terms of optics or vision,
2
 

today, following Friberg, time is ripe to reconsider ethics in terms of 

‗gustics‘ or taste. (But, in suggesting this, I may be insisting on empiricist 

proclivities apostate to the ‗spirit‘ of today‘s discussions). 

For there would be ethical dimensions to taste, the possibilities of 

which I believe Friberg encourages us to reconsider. This gesture, alone, is 

                                                 
1 This study is a part of the research project "Christianity after Christendom: Para-

doxes of Theological Turns in Contemporary Culture", Charles University, PRI-

MUS/HUM/23. 
2 ―The experience of morality does not proceed from this vision – it consummates 

this vision; ethics is an optics‖, Levinas Totality and Infinity: An Essay on Exteriori-

ty, trans. A. Lingis, Duquesne UP, 1969, p. 23. 
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perhaps already an ethical or political achievement. Within a Gadamerian 

frame – reminding us that modern Geschmack may well be set in motion by 

morality more so than by aesthetic sensibilities – and closing with an almost 

virtuous bookend on Aristotelean intentionality, Friberg asks refreshing 

―Questions about Taste‖. A question at the heart of his analysis is, ―how to 

maintain a position where the development of a „true‟ taste, i.e., one related 

to morals, is possible‖.
1
 On the way, he offers a compelling case for the 

possibly under-appreciated aesthetic kinship – even, unlikely alliance – be-

tween Theodor Adorno and Roger Scruton; especially, with regards to 

tradition, education, and a certain kind of irreligious pneumatology inherent 

to art and/or the artistic process. But perhaps Friberg‘s most salient question 

is the one pushed to ―extremes‖ as his paper draws to a close: ―[Are] many 

discourses of taste ... without spirit?‖
2
 

I am inclined to answer in the affirmative: that most discourses of 

taste are without spirit. In response, I would like to suggest that one way of 

resisting this reality in which discourses on taste lack spirit and do little 

beyond ruling imitation might be to return (or begin again) discoursing on 

taste in its empirical and gustatory valences. Since there‘s no escape from 

tradition (after Adorno and Scruton) must we not always concede the human 

animal‘s position in the grand bio-sensorial tradition? The kind of taste we 

are lacking (and for which, I hope, we‘re searching) – perhaps something 

like discernment or sapience – certainly would be not only, solely, or merely 

empirical and sensuous. But neither would it be naively (nor ideally) indem-

nified from gustation. 

The canonical debasement of gustation, empiricism, and sensuous-

ness does not seem to be improving the discourses on taste. So, philosophy 

must not be afraid to try something else. If, following Adorno, ―aesthetic ex-

perience is not genuine unless it becomes philosophy‖
3
 and ‗values of taste‘ 

must be resisted by philosophy because of the culinary commodification of 

art into the consumption of cuisine, then perhaps one of the primary tasks of 

philosophy must become a revaluation of gustation-beyond-consumption to 

salvage tastes (and values). (Marx even evokes a taste of value only acces-

sible by tongue). 

                                                 
1 Friberg ―The Aesthetic Endeavor in the Age of Halbbildung: Some Questions 

about Taste‖, WER V,4, p. 176; my italics. 
2 Friberg, p. 182. 
3 Adorno Aesthetic Theory, p. 131; qtd. by Friberg, p. 176. 
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The culture industry might be understood to produce clichés, as 

conceived by Scruton. At the heart of the matter, e.g., we find, ―Scruton‘s 

upshots against popular culture where we find ‗clichés of form and expres-

sion, attached to sentiment so cheesy and fake, that we are never troubled by 

the thought that someone might seriously mean them‘, … sounds like an 

echo of Adorno‘s comment on the culture industry as ‗empty time filled 

with emptiness‘‖.
1
 Such culture-industrial production, for Adorno, doesn‘t 

even construct false-consciousness, but simply ―leaves things as just as they 

are‖.
2
 If the clichés of Scruton participate in the false-consciousness of 

Adorno, then it is worth considering that those ensnared in the culture 

industry may ever fall short of even producing a mere cliché, at all. 

I‘m encouraged by Friberg to think the culture industry alongside 

Halbbildung as a cog in this industry to leave things just as they are. The 

true problem is not the lack of education but, rather, the incompletion of 

education. Perhaps the difference between Halbbildung and a true Bildungs-

losigkeit is that those in/of the latter still yet harbour a ‗buildability‘; the 

possibility, capacity, or potency to become educated or cultured or attain 

Bildung. They‘re not left stranded in a suspended state (as would be the case 

of those left ‗just as they are‘ in the Halbbildung of a culture industry). If 

the uncultured are better off than the half-cultured, we might need to invert 

the dictum of Arnold Bennett, ―bad taste is better than no taste‖.
3
 After 

Adorno, perhaps tastelessness or no taste is preferable to bad taste. Better 

well-hanged than ill-wed.
4
 

Along similar lines, ―Art for Adorno may at first hand seem to 

conflict with Scruton‘s perception when we learn from Adorno that art is a 

dynamic category that changes itself … and that art lives on by negating its 

                                                 
1 Friberg, ibid., p. 178. The texts juxtaposed, here, are Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, 

trans. R. Hullot-Kentor, New York: Continuum, 2002, p. 274 and Scruton, The 

Aesthetic Understanding, South Bend: Augustine‘s Press, 1998, p. 223; my italics of 

cheesy. 
2 Adorno Aesthetic Theory, p. 274. 
3 Arnold Bennett The Evening Standard Years: “Books and Persons,” 1926-1931, 

London: Chatto&Windus, 1974, p. 404. 
4 Kierkegaard‘s glean of a line from Shakespeare‘s Twelfth Night (Act 1, sc. 5; clown 

speaking to Maria), which became a guiding tenet in his resistance to Hegel and 

epigraphed to his idiomatic critique of education and learning that embodies 

Philosophical Crumbs or Fragments. Kierkegaard‟s Writings, Vol. 7, [Johannes 

Climacus], Philosophical Fragments, or A Fragment of Philosophy, trans. Howard 

V. & Edna H. Hong, Princeton UP, 1985), p. 3. 
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own origin … [as long as we try to remember that this dialectic of art is] … 

no simple [blind] opposition…‖,
1
 such as the kind of dialectics critiqued by 

Scruton. ―For both Adorno and Scruton rejecting the tradition is naïve …‖ 

and, perhaps, most importantly, both ―find the spiritual … appearing in 

artworks‖.
2
 Adorno advocates the ―comprehending of art as spiritual‖

3
 and 

proclaims the ―nature of art as spiritual‖.
4
 

Adorno feels little need to address – even less, to develop – an aes-

thetic sense of taste, because taste seems irrevocably doomed to always 

diminish (and lead us astray from) the spiritual element of art. This is 

overtly pronounced in his lectures from the winter semester of 1958-59 

(from which the published text of Aesthetic Theory is drawn), on the issue of 

contingent judgment. There, tells his listeners: ―the question of the contin-

gency of the judgements of taste will not trouble us [… and …] I am not re-

ferring to the empirical contingency of the judgments of taste…‖.
5
 It seems 

like Adorno wishes to indemnify art from any stain of the empirical realm of 

the sensuousness, which he believes (following Hegel) never quite able to 

free itself from the old disinterestedness presumed by idealist (and Kantian) 

aesthetics. For Adorno, values of taste are indissociable with empirical gus-

tation. This is so because taste and gustation are, further, indissociable from 

and ever contaminated by food, eating, and, therefore, consumption. This 

entanglement of empirical reality and sensuality with the gustation of cui-

sine and wine as impediments to properly (i.e., spiritually) approaching the 

work of art finds further expression in the 1958-59 lectures: 
 

The sensual elements of art as aspects of stimulation and 

pleasure become false and questionable the moment we iso-

late them. All this means … is that they become culinary ele-

ments, values of taste. We then literally approach the work of 

art in the way we approach a good dish – or perhaps I should 

say a very fine wine. We consume the work as it were phys-

                                                 
1 Friberg, loc.cit. 
2 Friberg, p. 179. 
3 Adorno Aesthetics 1958/59, ed. E. Ortland, trans. W. Hoban, Medford: Polity Press, 

2018, [**Google Books cuts off page numbers**]. 
4 Adorno Aesthetic Theory, p. xx. 
5 Adorno Aesthetics 1958/59, p. xx. One should note that, here, taste doesn‘t trouble 

Adorno because he is not referring to empirical taste (i.e., this particular approach to 

the issue does not necessarily suggest that we need not trouble ourselves with or by 

empirical taste). 
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ically real … whereas, … art … constitutes a sphere which is 

removed from the sphere of mere empirical existence.
1
 

 

―Only once it is done with tasteful savouring does artistic experience be-

come autonomous. The route to aesthetic autonomy proceeds by way of 

disinterestedness; the emancipation of art from cuisine or pornography is 

irrevocable‖.
2
 For Adorno, cuisine performs like pornography, with regards 

to their respective perversions of art, as would gustation if understood or 

delimited solely as a function of cuisine (which seems to be the case, here). 

As such, tasting, savouring, gustation, or sensuousness always ever partake, 

necessarily, in a mode of ―consumption‖ (perhaps, even, ‗destruction‘, in 

Hegelese) and also, thereby, in the ―commodification‖, characteristic of the 

culture industry. 

These theoretical echoes of the culture industry in the aesthetics 

of Scruton, prompt me to suggest something similar in Scruton‘s phil-

osophical oenology that dissuades us against ―industrial Chardonnay‖.
3
 As 

Friberg points out, Scruton shares Adorno‘s resistance to the sensuous. He 

―criticizes modern and postmodern art regarding a problematic separation 

of what he calls an aesthetic impulse, i.e., sensuous effect, [away] from the 

spiritual impulse…‖ 

In Scruton‘s I Drink Therefore I Am: A Philosopher‟s Guide to 

Wine this resistance to the sensuous effect of the aesthetic impulse finds 

expression, yet again, against gustation or empirical taste, akin to Adorno‘s 

critique of cuisine, consumption, and the culinary. Here, in his fun and in-

formative text devoted to wine – the very place, if any, one might expect 

Scruton to indulge in any possible merits of gustation – one instead finds 

another distanciation from the sensual (and, hence, gustation and flavours, 

as well). He confesses adherence to ―the terroiriste philosophy‖,
4
 far more 

interested in soil and territory than in any mere flavour(s) of them. ―I was 

about to fall in love – not with a flavour … but with … a hallowed piece of 

France‖.
5
 

 

                                                 
1 Adorno Aesthetics 1958/9, [**need page#s**]; italics mine. 
2 Adorno Aesthetic Theory, p. 12; italics mine. 
3 Scruton I Drink Therefore I Am: A Philosopher‟s Guide to Wine, London: 

Continuum, 2009, p. 52. 
4 Scruton, p. 55; cf. ―I was a terroiriste, for whom the principal ingredient in any 

bottle is the soil‖, p. 12. 
5 Scruton, p. 12. 
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To think you can judge a wine from its taste and aroma, 

alone, is like thinking you can judge a Chinese poem by its 

sound, without knowing the language. Just as words sound 

different to the one who knows their meaning, so do wines 

taste different to the one who can locate them in a place and 

a time.
1
 

 

Like Adorno, Scruton seems prone to debase the sensuous for the sake of a 

higher knowledge believed beyond the scope of brute sensation or vulgar 

empiricism. The point of questioning Scruton or Adorno on these issues is 

not to suggest that gustation or sensation, ―alone‖, are the preferable paths 

to such knowledge but merely that they, too, tell or teach the taster 

something about the location or terroir of any tastant, also. It merely 

suggests, against Scruton, that his love for that piece of French soil and the 

experience of its flavour need not be categorically distinct, divorced, apos-

tate, or indemnified from each other. In terms of gustation, this would be 

tantamount to claiming, against Adorno, that tasting is not simply about 

consumption nor cuisine. Hopefully, this could ally itself with Friberg‘s 

earlier comments beginning with Gadamer and freedom. Humanity liber-

ated from the banality of its brute necessities is a path to refinement ever 

widened by acts of taste. Beyond consumption, bestial feeding, machinic 

fueling, and ―our need for food … what and how we eat is a matter of cul-

tivation‖.
2
 

Gustation participates in such cultivation and, as such, partakes in 

the useless. Taste is irreducible to what is simply utilizable (i.e., food and 

fuel). Its capacities far surpass the utility of fulfilling these basic needs. 

Akin to Scruton‘s understanding of education as ―pursuit of useless knowl-

edge‖,
3
 gustation and sapience learn, discern, study, and know the world of 

tastes in less than useful ways. The tasting-tongue renders the feeding-

mouth inoperative
4
 in its less than satisfying savouring of the useless. 

It is worth considering that gustation is precisely not eating; 

tasting is no longer or not yet consuming foodstuffs. The colloquial confla-

tion of eating with tasting is so normal that one almost forgets that taste is 

                                                 
1 Scruton, p. 34; italics mine. 
2 Friberg, p. 174. 
3 Quoted by Friberg, p. 180. 
4 Borrowing a term from Giorgio Agamben in his attempts to conceive ‗use‘ beyond 

utility and usefulness. 
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also considered to be a deterrent against eating. Be it at the foot of the 

cross in the Christian gospels, to the natural selection of Darwin, up to the 

more developed analysis of gustation by contemporary analytic philoso-

phy. One tastes so as not to eat. And once eating commences it performs a 

collateral adumbration of dulling of the gustatory palate. 

As such, it is perhaps helpful to consider possible tastes beyond 

the realm of the culinary, cuisine, and industrial commodification; such as 

selftaste, osculation, oral sex, or the taste of time/le temps. While we have 

industrial commodification on the tips of our tongues, it is rarely appreci-

ated with due sensitivity that throughout Capital, Vol. 1, Marx considers 

value (or appropriation) in terms of licking, and exchange and price (or ex-

propriation) in terms of eating, devouring, vampiric sucking, and fat. Scru-

ton finds cliché too ―cheesy‖. Adorno finds kitsch too sweet or at least 

prone to ―sugary stereotypes‖.
1
 It is more than likely that Adorno‘s think-

ing, here, is influenced by Marx‘s suggestion that the invention of money, 

gilding, and the gold standard of value was a process of over-sweetening 

(or artificial sweetening). Friberg‘s understanding of the kind of learning 

he believes advocated by Adorno (and Horkheimer) as a kind of resistant 

enrichment
2
 must never become too rich for our tastes. Refined discern-

ment must ever learn, test, sample, and, if necessary, dilute or dissolve 

such cheesy or sugary stereotypes that amuse us away from such resist-

ance. 

Though he almost only emphasizes the shortcomings of taste, 

(e.g., in the wake of the commodification of industrial Chardonnays), 

Scruton cannot help but intimate a sort of pre-commodified gustatory 

baseline – perhaps quite rare, repressed, or nearly forgotten – that is, yet, 

the precondition of his very critique, (without which it would be impos-

sible). For there would still be tastes of places, even if the culture industry 

debases them in the process of commodification: ―with few exceptions, like 

WiraWira, Australian wines do not taste of places. Hence they‘ve decided 

to taste like grapes‖.
3
 

                                                 
1 Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, qtd. by Friberg, p. 177. 
2 ―What matters is to be confronted with something that asks of us to make an effort 

of understanding and by that means possibly enrich our minds ... Enriching is not for 

contemplating but for learning how to relate to, face and in the end act on our reality 

in contrast to the culture industry...‖ Friberg, p. 179; italics mine. 
3 Scruton, p. 83. 
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But there are exceptions. Thankfully, the spirit of WiraWira yet 

moves. Just because industrial/cultural ‗values of taste‘ and commodifica-

tion have debased gustation, does not mean philosophy must, therefore, 

abandon them (and, thereby, further continue that debasement). It is pre-

cisely because few wines, today, taste of place that taste requires careful 

cultivation to protect or salvage its endangered capacity to taste places, 

time, and others in a milieu where such practice is debased, discouraged, 

forgotten, and made more difficult. Otherwise taste will slowly perish in its 

perpetual half-cultivation. 

Scruton‘s terroirisme focusing on place, region, and soil is re-

freshing and important. But to cast the knowledge of them as, necessarily, 

beyond the scope of gustation or flavours smacks of rationalist idealism. 

He simply seems unwilling or unable to consider the possibility of tasting 

time (or temperance), itself; a position that perhaps only a radical em-

piricist (or phenomenologist) might be able to espouse. E.g., in The Five 

Senses, the radical empiricist, Michel Serres, appreciates all the terroiriste 

concerns of Scruton – place, time, climate, and temperance – yet, far from 

denigrating the sensuous or empirical, addresses them as experiences of 

gustation. E.g., ―Soil, climate, gravel ... the sweat of the vignerons ... the 

hot summers, the rains, the rot ... The wine says a thousand things, moving 

from sense to information: spiritual‖.
1
 For Serres, taste can still participate 

in the ―spiritual‖, precisely because of the tastes of temperance and terroir. 

This brings us back to the Adorno/Scruton aesthetic alliance which 

insists on the spirit and an inescapable spiritual tradition. Friberg sug-

gests that ―Scruton relates the spiritual to a religious content which must 

not be confused with religious doctrines or matters of faith‖.
2
 This is 

perhaps Scruton‘s intention, but is easier said than done. The spiritual 

does seem yet to be a matter of faith. One may be convinced that the 

spiritual is not to be confused with religious doctrines, but it seems less 

evident that it can be dissociated from faith. In the very same paragraph 

where Friberg suggests otherwise he quotes Scruton yet evoking a 

somewhat inescapable, perhaps even necessary, relation to a proper 

faith. Scruton claims that our ―power to perceive other and more im-

portant ... truths about our condition ... cannot, without the benefit of 

                                                 
1 Serres The Five Senses: A Philosophy of Mingled Bodies I, trans. M. Sankey & P. 

Crowley, New York: Continuum, 2008, p. 182. 
2 Friberg, op.cit., p. 176; italics mine. 
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faith, be confronted properly‖.
1
 We must attempt to free ourselves from 

religious faith (as much as possible; if such a thing is possible). But the 

most important truths – be they conditional or existential
2
 to the human 

spirit – seem to be only confronted, properly, by a faith (though per-

haps not by faith, alone). 

Friberg is quite right to hear an ―echo of Hegel‖
3
 in the specialized 

endowments of art with independence due to the vanishing of the sacral, 

sacred, spiritual, or Heilige from art. This spirit of Hegel is less obvious 

with regards to Scruton, but often directly evoked by Adorno. One discerns, 

rather easily, hints of Hegel in Adorno‘s thinking through the spiritual as-

pects of art and his attempts to salvage them from artistic taste. Advocating 

the spiritual nature of art, for Adorno, ―is in direct union with the removal of 

the aesthetic realm from the empirical realm‖ and ‗the sensuous‘. This union 

also reeks and smacks of Hegel. 

Although a proper textual analysis is beyond the scope of today‘s 

discussion, I believe a strong case could be made that this Hegelian ten-

dency to overcome sensuous shortcomings (through the spirit) has its theo-

retical roots in Hegel‘s early theological writings on the sacraments. Here 

(and even throughout Hegel‘s mature system) one can detect the incom-

parable influence of Luther, particularly of Luther‘s critique of the catholic 

eucharist. So, it‘s worth considering that it is the Reformer, himself, who 

sets in motion this powerful and ruthless critique of the sensuous experience 

of wine that has continued to steep, age, and mature into the uncanny cri-

tiques on the consumption of wine (in Adorno) and the grapy flavours of 

industrial wines devoid of taste for place (in Scruton). Such thinking is per-

haps not as dissociated from religious doctrines, as we may believe. There 

may well be a very Protestant super-ego lurking within the critiques of A-

dorno and Scruton. Perhaps only the presumptions of a secular fundamen-

talism believe to ever dissociate yesterday‘s catholic industry from today‘s 

culture industry (or so any dialectic of enlightenment would, at least, en-

courage us to consider). 

                                                 
1 Scruton The Aesthetic Understanding, p. 225, quoted by Friberg, p. 177; italics 

mine. 
2 Beyond Scruton‘s own terminology, Friberg suggests that certain concerns 

(such as the spiritual) canonically or colloquially considered to be religious, be 

recast instead as ―existential questions‖, p. 176. 
3 Friberg, p. 175. 
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A traditional relationship to spiritual and religious content must 

be maintained, but not because religion offers adequate answers to such 

questions, but, simply, ―because over the centuries [religion] is where 

such questions have been dealt with. The religious tradition may be 

seen as our source for interpreting questions we cannot do without; 

even if the interpretations may be false we should not simply discard 

them‖.
1
 

Perhaps we can learn something about taste from the regions of 

religion, along these lines. Similar flexibility ought or might be granted 

to taste and gustation. It would be a lesson in co-mingling or fusion of 

traditions. Even if, for Adorno, ―elements of art ... become false‖
2
 in 

their sensual, sensuous, culinary, or gustatory experiences and one can-

not, for Scruton, adequately ―judge a wine from its taste and aroma [or, 

―flavour‖], alone‖,
3
 we yet should not simply discard them. It is worth 

recalling the faint yet persistent religious or Biblical tradition of ―spir-

itual taste‖ or a ―taste of the sacred‖ that can be traced from Latin-

American liberation theology,
4
 through Levinas,

5
 Edwards,

6
 Schleier-

macher,
7
 Calvin,

8
 Nicholas,

1
 stretching back to the Psalmist.

2
 

                                                 
1 Friberg, p. 177. 
2 Adorno Aesthetics 1958/59, op. cit. 
3 Scruton I Drink Therefore I Am, op. cit. 
4 E.g., Gustavo Gutiérrez The Density of the Present: Selected Writings, trans. J.B. 

Nickoloff & M. Wilde (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1999), p. 202. Q.v., Gutiérrez 

Spiritual Writings, ed. D.G. Groody (Maryknoll, MD: Orbis Books, 2011), p. 101f. 
5 ―A taste of the sacred‖. Levinas ―Being Jewish‖, trans. M. Mader, Continental 

Philosophy Review 40 (2007), p. 210; final line, §IV]. 
6 ―... a certain divine spiritual taste ... diverse from any former kinds of sensations of 

the mind, as tasting is diverse from any of the other five senses‖. The Works of 

Jonathon Edwards, Vol. 2, Religious Affections, ed. J. Smith, Yale UP, 1959, p. 259; 

italics mine. 
7 ―[R]eligion is the sensibility and taste for the infinite [Religion ist Sinn und 

Geschmack furs Unendliche]‖, Schleiermacher On Religion: Speeches to its Cultured 

Despisers, trans. R. Crouter, Cambridge UP, 1988), p. 103; Über die Religion: 

Reden an die Gebildeten unterinhren Verächtern, Felix Meiner, 1970, p. 30. 
8 We‟ve lost all taste, Calvin‘s commentary to Psalm 92:4 laments the loss of taste 

and, perhaps, is not nearly as apostate as one might expect from the critiques of taste 

by Serres, Nietzsche, Bourdieu, or even Adorno; as if the latter are diverse seculari-

zations of the former: ―... la cause de nostre paresse brutale est, que nous avons 

perdu tout goustquand il est question dee savourer la fin des oeuvres de Dieu [the 

cause of our brutish laziness is that we‟ve lost all taste when it‘s a question of 
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Galen describes semen as pneuma.
3
 The Cappadocians consid-

ered the spiritual experience as the dilution of bitter drops of vinegar in 

water.
4
 Luther did so, conversely, through sweeting water with sugar.

5
 

Nicholas conceives spirit as salt.
6
 Bernard of Clairvaux theorized spirit 

as a taste of kissing.
7
 The intellectual history of pneumatology and ca-

nonical ‗spirit‘ studies are saturated with gustation and tastants (and not 

only those colloquially considered mere consumptions; i.e., osculation 

and bodily fluids). 

Perhaps a possible alternative to the incomplete education by 

which, according to Adorno, ―we become absorbed by the world and 

conform to it ... give up and conform to the environment and the 

others‖,
8
 is to shift our attention to the precious ways in which, instead, 

the world is absorbed by us; through which, instead, we absorb the 

                                                                                                        
savouring the end of god‘s works]‖, Commentary on the Psalms, Vol. 3, Psalms 67-

93 (Grand Rapids: Christian Classics Ethereal Library, nd), p. 432; fn. 589; 

translation & italics mine. (http://www.ccel.org/ccel/calvin/calcom10.pdf). 
1 Unity and Reform: Selected Writings of Nicholas de Cusa, trans. John Patrick 

Dolan, University of Notre Dame Press, 1962, p. 106. 
2 ―Taste and see the Lord is good‖, Psalm 34:8. Cf. ―Taste and fear not: God is here 

...‖ George Herbert, The Complete English Poems, Penguin Classics, 2004, p. 170; 

[―The Invitation‖, line 16]. 
3 Foucault The Care of the Self, p. 136. 
4 Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, vol. 5, Gregory of Nyssa: Dogmatic Treatises, 

Etc., trans. P. Schaff & H. Wace, Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1892, p. 

347f. 
5 ―This resembles our experience with the sugar water ... when I drink it, I also taste, 

drink, or lick [koste, tricke oder lecke] the sugar ... ‗If you believe [gleubet] in the 

Son, accept Him, and taste the flesh [kostet das fleisch], then you have assuredly 

encountered Me‘, says God the Father‖, Luther‟s Works, 23 p.120; italics mine; 

Luthers Werke, 33 p. 184f; italics mine. 
6 ―[W]e experience that a certain mineral power, which can also be called a ‗spirit‘, 

exists in the bowels of the earth ... present there in a potency from which the mineral 

... of salt may arise‖, Nicholas of Cusa Selected Spiritual Writings, p. 285; [De visi-

one Dei, Chapter 20, § 110]. 
7 The Works of Bernard of Clairvaux, 2 p. 10; [Sermon 2, Part 2, § 3]; Bernardi, 

Opera, 1 p. 10. Before falling in love with that piece of France rather than a flavour, 

Scruton describes the experience as ―lips trembling in anticipation as though on the 

brink of a fateful kiss‖, p. 12. But just as one cannot judge a wine by its taste, alone, 

one cannot judge ―a woman through a blindfold kiss‖, p. 33. Yet he still raves of the 

―wonderful floral kisses‖ (p. 50) of a terroiriste experience. 
8 Adorno Erziehung zur Mündigkeit, qtd. by Friberg p. 182; italics mine. 

http://www.ccel.org/ccel/calvin/calcom10.pdf
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world, time, our surroundings, environment, and others. At the end of 

the analysis Friberg‘s dream of a taste beyond Halbbildung is a process 

of maturation. Absorbing the world would be another way of maturing 

(and understanding) as that might ally itself with those evoked in the 

final sentence of Friberg‘s essay: aging and steeping so as ―to under-

stand there is a wider horizon on humanity [into which] to place the 

judgement of taste‖.
1
 

Such a horizon – like, e.g., a Husserlian horizon and Umwelt 

of one‘s immediate neighbours, surrounding environment, and temper-

ance – widens to include the complex absorption, fusion/confusion,
2
 

dissolution, or osmosis between taster and tastant across ―the mucous 

membrane‖
3
 of the tongue. It is this mucosal absorption (along with its 

additional haptic dimension) that particularly distinguishes gustation 

from the other four colloquial senses. (This distinction is so distinct 

that it is perhaps worth considering, that – by virtue of it – taste might 

not belong truly among the proper empirical senses, at all; a singular 

contact chemo reception even one more degree of magnitude further 

removed from the other senses than that already enjoyed by haptic 

touch and proprioception, alone). 

Friberg is well aware of the stereotypic dangers so often asso-

ciated with emphasis on empirical or sensuous gustation, from which 

the likes of Adorno or Scruton would dissuade us. There would be as-

sumptions of a certain ―separation from knowledge‖
4
 perhaps prone to 

becoming too subjective or psychological, like the ―empiricist tradi-

tion‘s alliance with psychology‖.
5
 It is difficult to read Friberg‘s essay 

without discerning a desire to revalue the discourse of taste, but like 

Adorno and Scruton, he has almost nothing, directly, to say about gus-

tation. Does he find these dangers (psychology, subjectivity, false 

knowledge, etc.) reason(s) enough to refrain from engaging gustation? 

Are there other dangers worth mentioning? Must the spiritual always 

ever purge itself (or believe itself purged) from the sensuous? If so, 

                                                 
1 Friberg, p. 182; italics mine. 
2 ―These actions, alloys, mixtures, brews should all be called confusions, and the 

philosophy of confusion should be the common ground of sapience‖, Serres The Five 

Senses, p. 161. 
3 Serres, p. 22. 
4 Friberg, on Kant, p. 175. 
5 Friberg, loc.cit. 
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would such sensuousness include all of its possible gustatory valences? 

Would Friberg consider it possible to think gustation beyond the con-

fines of culinary cuisine consumption, beyond Adorno? 

 

 

 

On Per Bauhn‟s “Judgements of Taste and Cultural Conflict” 
 

Sanna Hirvonen 

 

 

Bauhn‘s starting point is the Kantian view that aesthetic judgments 

cannot be argued for since there are no rules or proofs for showing that 

something is say, beautiful. But aesthetic judgments are nevertheless (sub-

jectively) universal, since who makes an aesthetic judgments expects others 

to agree. 

Bauhn argues that we can understand cultural conflicts better when 

we see that they are partly a consequence of people‘s subjectively universal 

aesthetic judgments, for which arguments cannot be given. In particular he 

argues that judgments about people of other groups or cultures being dis-

gusting are at the same time aesthetic and moral judgments. The appeal of 

portraying the enemy as disgusting lies precisely in its nature as an aesthetic 

judgment which expects approval but doesn‘t require reason, and can even 

obscure reason. Finally Bauhn presents an argument from Alan Gewirth on 

how to resist cultural relativism with the help of moral principles based on 

reason only, that all rational agents must accept. 

In what follows I focus on three aspects of Bauhn‘s argument. In the 

first section I argue that judgments about disgustingness are not aesthetic 

judgments. Therefore, even if judgments of disgust are common in cultural 

conflicts, the way they function cannot be explained via the features of 

aesthetic judgments, or via the functioning of the faculty of taste. In the sec-

ond section I discuss the relation of rationality and morality, and ask 

whether it is morally permissible to exclude an irrational agent from the 

sphere of moral decision making. In the final section I argue against the 

overemphasis on reason, focusing on Jonathan Haidt‘s views on the five 

foundations of morality and the irrationality of how moral judgments are 

made. 

Are Judgments of Disgust Aesthetic Judgments? The question I ask 

here is whether we should take judgments about disgustingness as aesthetic 
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judgments. First, let us think of ways to distinguish different kinds of 

judgments, for example, aesthetic vs. gustatory vs. moral judgments. Typi-

cally, we have expressions that serve general evaluative purposes such as 

‘good‘ or ‘bad‘. The nature of an evaluative judgment such as ―x is good‖ 

depends on the kind of object x is, or what aspect of it is under evaluation. 

For example, ―This is a good apple‖ is a gustatory judgment if we are talk-

ing about its taste; but it could be a moral judgment if we are in a context 

where God is arguing with the snake, and the snake claims that the apple 

from the tree of knowledge of good and evil is a good thing. 

Generally, the context plays a large role in determining what kind of 

judgment has been made. But some expressions are much more limited in 

their applicability than ‘good‘ or ‘bad‘. For example, ‘delicious‘ is meant to 

be used about gustatory objects, and its rare other uses are metaphorical 

(what a delicious colour). Now, what can we say about ‘disgusting‘? Gen-

erally, disgust is considered to be primarily a physiological state of aversion 

or repulsion. Etymologically, the origin is of course the Latin term for taste, 

gustus; but note that it is the physiological taste that originally had nothing 

to do with aesthetics. So the etymological link shows no support for treating 

judgments of disgustingness as aesthetic. It was only in the 18th Century 

when the term taste acquired its extended meaning which includes taste in 

art, music and other matters aesthetic. And disgust has never acquired the 

related extended meaning of unappealing to the aesthetic taste. 

Thus, looking at the meaning of ‘disgust‘, there is no evidence that it 

is an aesthetic predicate. But perhaps as with ‘good‘, it is the context that 

determines its meaning, resulting in aesthetic judgments about the disgust-

ing. Well, we can certainly imagine a context in which an art work is judged 

to be disgusting, and given the object of the judgment, it can be taken to be 

an aesthetic judgment. What about Bauhn‘s claims that there are judgments 

that are at once moral and aesthetic? Here is one example he gives: 
 

[T]he life of St Simeon Stylites is probably the most remark-

able. It would be difficult to conceive a more horrible or 

disgusting picture than is given of the penances by which that 

saint commenced his ascetic career. He had bound a rope 

around him so that it became imbedded in his flesh, which 

putrefied around it. “A horrible stench, intolerable to the by-

standers, exhaled from his body and worms dropped from 

him whenever he moved and they filled his bed” ... For a 

whole year, we are told, St Simeon stood upon one leg, the 
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other being covered with hideous ulcers, while his biographer 

was commissioned to stand by his side, to pick up the worms 

that fell from his body, and to replace them in the sores, the 

saint saying to the worm, ―Eat what God has given you‖.
1 

 

The description certainly exudes Lecky‘s feelings of utter disgust 

(and perhaps of moral condemnation though that is much less evident). But 

why think any of the judgments above are aesthetic? On the contrary, the 

abundant use of expressions like ‘horrible‘, ‘disgusting‘, ‘stench‘, ‘hideous‘ 

indicate that here Lecky is expressing pure disgust. Why think disgust 

somehow reduces to moral or aesthetic states, feelings or emotions? There 

are reasons to think that we feel disgust, aversion and revulsion for evolu-

tionary reasons; it is good for survival to instinctively avoid maggots, rotting 

flesh, and stench.
2
 

Disgust should thus be considered a category of its own, just like 

aesthetic and moral categories are taken to be sui generis. There is inter-

action between them; but we have been given no convincing reasons to 

think that judgments about disgustingness are aesthetic judgments. This 

doesn‘t mean that non-gustatory judgments about disgustingness couldn‘t be 

immediate, resistant to proofs and arguments and assumed to be (sub-

jectively) universal as well – indeed, there may be even less room for proofs 

and arguments than in the aesthetic case. But if so, it is not because they are 

aesthetic judgments. 

On the Relation of Rationality and Morality. Bauhn relies on 

Gewirth‘s arguments in rejecting moral relativism.
3
 Gewirth‘s view in a 

nutshell goes as follows: to be an agent means aiming at what one takes to 

be good. In order to aim at good, any agent – if rational – realises that free-

                                                 
1 W.E.H. Lecky History of European Morals, London: Longmans, Green, and Co. 

1913, vol. II, pp. 107–112; my italics. 
2 Currently there is no unified, universally accepted theory of disgust, and there is 

quite a lot of controversy over its status. The current paradigm, already expressed by 

Darwin, holds that there are universal emotions, felt, expressed and recognised by all 

humans; disgust is considered one of them. Paul Ekman‘s studies have been highly 

influential in establishing the paradigm. However, see Feldman Barrett (2017) for 

criticism of Ekman‘s studies and for a novel theory of emotions that puts the 

paradigm into question. For a recent theory of disgust from the cognitive sciences, 

see Kelly (2011). 
3 Alan Gewirth ―Is Cultural Pluralism Relevant to Moral Knowledge?‖, Social 

Philosophy and Policy 11 (1994), p. 32. 
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dom and well-being are necessary, since in their absence it is not possible to 

aim at good. Therefore, freedom and well-being are basic rights that must 

be recognised by all rational agents: 
 

Gewirth‘s argument points to a rational universality inherent 

in the very concept of agency: Simply by being agents, we 

must, if we are rational, recognize that freedom and well-

being are indeed necessary goods, which implies that we can-

not rationally accept that other agents deprive us of freedom 

and well-being, which in turn implies that we claim rights to 

freedom and well-being, (p. 63). 
 

Let us focus on the emphasis on rationality. First, let us assume the 

usual understanding of ‘rational‘: coherence of beliefs, sound reasoning. The 

question is, how many people are rational? In the quote below Bauhn goes 

further and assumes that false beliefs are also enough to exclude one from 

the group of rational agents: 
 

Moreover, we can make the bold argument that cultures may 

be mistaken about what is good and right, for instance, be-

cause they entertain wrong beliefs about human nature or 

about the existence of various gods and divine prescriptions. 

Cultural norms and values that justify and encourage dehu-

manizing views of other human beings, just because the latter 

do not conform to various religious or traditional taboos, are 

simply wrong, regardless of the support they receive within a 

particular community. The same goes for cultural norms and 

values that deny equal rights to women, or interfere with free-

dom of opinion. All such cultural norms and values are 

wrong and unjustified, as they contradict the rights to free-

dom and well-being that all agents must rationally claim and 

recognize, (p. 63, italics mine). 
 

The problem is that people are notoriously irrational (i.e. prone to 

poor reasoning, incoherence and fallacies), and even the best among us 

know quite little. Let us imagine the kind of situation where it would be 

necessary to determine what is good and right: suppose that a large ship with 

a thousand people inside wrecks on an isolated, empty island (in the 

meanwhile the rest of the world have been destroyed so there is no hope of 

escape). The new inhabitants must establish a society, including the laws for 
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what is allowed and what is punishable. Now suppose that half of the people 

are religious to such an extent that they have really a lot of irrational, false, 

and incoherent beliefs. But they are also entirely peaceful and simply want 

to live according to their scriptures. 

The worry that Bauhn‘s position raises is this: given the obvious ir-

rationality of the religious part of the population, should they thereby be 

excluded from the negotiations over what are the rules of the society? More 

generally the question is, does a person merit to be discredited from the 

moral realm because they are irrational? Irrationality seems to be an inherent 

quality of humans, and it seems profoundly immoral to treat someone as 

falling outside of the sphere of morality (as moral decision makers or as sub-

jects deserving to be treated in ways they accept) just because they fail to be 

rational. 

Moral Sentiments. The question of irrational moral agents brings us 

to the the role of sentiments in morality. Bauhn adopts a dichotomy between 

reason and feeling or sentiment, which gives rise to the problem he begins 

with: if people make moral judgments that are subjective and based on aes-

thetic sentiments, then reason is powerless since the faculty of taste does not 

admit of proofs or argument. His solution to the problem is to argue that first 

of all, reason allows us to find the moral truths that are independent of the 

peculiarities of our cultures, and second, that rational agents are able to con-

tinuously review their goals, norms and values; thus even if their judgments 

are subjective, at least they are able to become more rational. 

I have argued that if only rational agents are considered moral agents, 

then most humans will not count as moral agents, which clearly gets the 

nature of morality wrong. Moral sentimentalists hold that moral judgments 

are necessarily grounded in sentiments; thus, contrary to Bauhn‘s dichoto-

my, a moral sentimentalist may hold (but doesn‘t have to) that a purely 

rational being devoid of sentiments is not a moral agent. 

In this section I want to give an example of empirical research that is 

relevant for our understanding of how moral judgments are made. Social 

psychologist Jonathan Haidt (2001, 2002, 2007, 2012) works on moral 

emotions and the foundations of moral judgments. His studies have shown 

that people make moral judgments unreflectingly and intuitively, and often 

only retrospectively give reasons to those judgments. Here is a vignette they 

presented to the subjects: 
 

Julie and Mark are brother and sister. They are traveling to-

gether in France on summer vacation from college. One night 
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they are staying alone in a cabin near the beach. They decide 

that it would be interesting and fun if they tried making love. 

At the very least it would be a new experience for each of 

them. Julie was already taking birth control pills, but Mark 

uses a condom too, just to be safe. They both enjoy making 

love, but they decide not to do it again. They keep that night 

as a special secret, which makes them feel even closer to each 

other. What do you think about that? Was it OK for them to 

make love? (Haidt 2001, p. 814). 
 

Most subjects immediately judge that what they did was wrong. They 

offer reasons for their judgment, but once the invalidity of their reasons has 

been pointed out to them, they simply stick to their guns and state that even 

if they don‘t know why, what the siblings did was wrong, (Haidt 2001). 

What the case illustrates is how independent moral judgments can be of 

reason. Haidt‘s cross-cultural research lead him to conclude (Haidt 2007) 

that moral judgments are made on the basis of five foundations: 
 

1. harm 

2. fairness 

3. ingroup-outgroup dynamics and loyalty 

4. authority and the importance of respect and obedience 

5. bodily and spiritual purity and the importance of living in a 

sanctified rather than a carnal way. 
 

Moreover, he found correlation between political orientation and the 

extent to which different people rely on the different foundations. In Ameri-

ca, liberals rely mainly on the harm and fairness foundations whereas 

religious and cultural conservatives rely on all five. 

Now, looking at the five foundations, only harm and fairness are 

clearly accepted as belonging to the domain of morality within the tradition 

of western moral philosophy. The other foundations are less obviously pres-

ent, and typically they are considered as obstacles to true morality, rather 

than acceptable grounds of morality: for example, a true moral agent is 

loyal, respectful and follows authority only insofar as the outcomes are 

better than acting otherwise, but there is no inherent value in any of them. 

The fifth dimension seems even less relevant to the philosophers‘ morality. 

The question is, if people actually make moral judgments by relying 

on the foundations (3)-(5), is it morally right to exclude them? For example, 

take the subjects who systematically condemned the siblings having sex. No 
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harm was done to anyone; what could be wrong with what they did? Sup-

posedly they violated some norms coming from the fifth dimension, having 

to do with bodily purity. And in fact incest is illegal in most countries, con-

firming the general revulsion the subjects in the study felt. But really, if you 

have consenting siblings who will not have children, who are the others to 

tell them what they can do with their bodies? 

I don‘t pretend to have answers to such questions. However, I think 

the moral rationalist á la Bauhn might benefit from looking at the actual 

variation in how moral judgments are made. Morality in essence is about 

being able to live with others as harmoniously as possible. Now, the others 

are more often than not irrational, and they make their own moral judgments 

based on moral intuitions or sentiments you might not recognise as having 

any moral worth. But they are human, just like you, and they suffer just like 

you. So even if you only follow the foundations of harm and fairness, as 

long as your neighbour doesn‘t harm anyone, you ought not to harm them 

by violating their moral norms in their presence, no matter how wrong those 

norms seem to you. Even reason might recommend not abolishing cultural 

relativism, but of endorsing it. But even if not, it is better to err on the side 

of caution; after all, what appears to us as reason may be grounded on pure 

prejudice and sentiment. 
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Can We Dispute about Tastes?
1
 

 

Monroe C. Beardsley 

 

 

We are ssured by an old and often-quoted maxim, whose authority 

is not diminished by its being cast in Latin, that there can be no disputing 

about tastes. The chief use of this maxim is in putting an end to disputes 

that last a long time and don't appear to be getting anywhere. And for 

this purpose it is very efficacious, for it has an air of profound finality, and 

it also seems to provide a democratic compromise of a deadlocked issue. 

If you can't convince someone that he is wrong, or bring yourself to admit 

that he is right, you can always say that neither of you is more wrong than 

the other, because nobody can be right. 

Remarks that serve to close some people's debates, however, are 

quite often just the remarks to start a new one among philosophers. And 

this maxim is no exception. It has been given a great deal of thought, some 

of it very illuminating; yet there is still something to be learned from fur-

ther reflection upon it. Nor is it of small importance to know, if we can, 

whether the maxim is true or false, for if it is true we won't waste time in 

futile discussion, and if it is false we won't waste opportunities for fruitful 

discussion. 

The question whether tastes are disputable is one to be approached 

with wariness. The first thing is to be clear about what it really means. 

There are two key words in it that we should pay particular attention 

to. 

The first is the word "taste". The maxim is perhaps most readily 

and least doubtfully applied to taste in its primary sensory meaning:  

some people like ripe olives, some green; some people like turnips, oth-

ers cannot abide them; some people will go long distances for pizza pies, 

others can hardly choke them down. And there are no disputes about ol-

ives: we don't find two schools of thought, the Ripe Olive School and the 

Green Olive School, publishing quarterly journals or demanding equal 

                                                 
1 Swarthmore Alumni, Oct. 1958, pp. 1-5. 
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time on television – probably because there simply isn't much you can 

say about the relative merits of these comestibles. 

But we apply the word "taste", of course, more broadly. We 

speak of a person's taste in hats and neckties; we speak of his taste in 

poetry and painting and music. And it is here that the non disputandum 

maxim is most significantly applied. Some people like Auden and others 

Swinburne, some enjoy the paintings of Jackson Pollock and others avoid 

them when they can, some people are panting to hear Sjostakóvitj 's lat-

est symphony and others find no music since Haydn really satisfying. 

In these cases, unlike the olive case, people are generally not at a loss for 

words: there is plenty you can say about Sjostakóvitj, pro or con. They 

talk, all right; they may praise, deplore, threaten, cajole, wheedle, and 

scream – but, according to the maxim, they do not really dispute. 

This brings us, then, to the second key word. What does it mean to 

say that we cannot dispute about tastes in literature, fine arts, and music, 

even though we can clearly make known our tastes? It certainly doesn't 

mean that we cannot disagree, or differ in taste: for obviously we do, 

and not only we but also the acknowledged or supposed experts in these 

fields. Consider James Gould Cozzens' novel, By Love Possessed, which 

appeared in August, 1957; consult the critics and reviewers to discover 

whether it is a good novel. Being a serious and ambitious work by a 

writer of standing, and also a best seller, it provoked unusually forth-

right judgments from a number of reviewers and critics.
 1

 "Masterpiece ... 

                                                 
1 "By Love Possessed is a masterpiece. . . .  No American novelist of the twentieth 

century has attempted more than Mr. Cozzens attempts in the course of this long 

and bold and delicate book", Brendan Gill (The New Yorker). "By Love Possessed is 

a mediocre and pretentious novel written by an experienced craftsman. This 

judgment seems so obvious that under ordinary circumstances it would hardly 

require elaboration", Irving Howe (The New Republic). "James Gould Cozzens' 

new novel is brilliant, if rather staggering, proof ... that its author has become the 

most mature, honest, painstaking, and technically accomplished American novelist 

alive", Whitney Balliet (The Saturday Review). ―A wise and compassionate novel‖, 

Howard Weeks (The Atlantic). "By Love Possessed proves to be of the same high 

order as his last two novels", Richard Ellmann (The Reporter). "With the publication 

of By Love Possessed (a Book-of-the-Month Club choice for September), it seems 

likely that he will be recognized for what he is, one of the country's truly 

distinguished novelists", Malcolm Cowley (The New York Times Book Review). "A 

bad book, a labored book, and – God knows why – a popular book", Richard G. Stern 

(The Kenyon Review). ―The most alarming literary news in years is the enormous 
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brilliant ... distinguished ... high order ... mediocre ... bad"; that just about 

covers the spectrum of evaluation. 

The International Council of the Museum of Modern Art recently 

took a large collection of American abstract expressionist paintings on tour 

in Europe. Its reception was reported in Time magazine. In Spain some 

said, "If this is art, what was it that Goya painted?" and others cheered its 

"furious vitality" and renovating spirit". In Italy one newspaper remarked, 

"It is not painting", but "droppings of paint, sprayings, burstings, lumps, 

squirts, whirls, rubs and marks, erasures, scrawls, doodles and kaleidoscope 

backgrounds". In Switzerland it was an "artistic event" that spoke for the 

genius of American art. And of course all these judgments could be found 

in this country too. 

Not a dispute? Well, what is a dispute? Let us take first the plain-

est case of a disagreement (no matter what it is about): two people who 

say, "Tis so!" and "Taint so!" Let them repeat these words as often as 

they like, and shout them from the housetops; they still haven't got a 

dispute going, but merely a contradiction, or perhaps an altercation. But 

let one person say, "Tis so!" and give a reason why 'tis so – let him say, 

"Jones is the best candidate for senator because he is tactful, honest, and 

has had much experience in government". And let the other person say, 

"Taint so!" and give a reason why 'taint so – "Jones is not the best candi-

date, because he is too subservient to certain interests, indecisive and 

wishy-washy in his own views, and has no conception of the United States' 

international responsibilities". Then we have a dispute – that is, a disa-

greement in which the parties give reasons for their contentions. Of 

course this is not all there is to it; the dispute has just begun. But we see 

how it might continue, each side giving further reasons for its own view, 

and questioning whether the reasons given by the other are true, relevant, 

and compelling. 

It is this kind of thing that counts as a dispute about the possibility 

of getting to the moon, about American intervention in the Middle East, 

about a Supreme Court decision, or anything else. And if we can dispute 

about these things, why not about art? 

But here is where the non disputandum maxim would draw the line. 

We do not speak (or not without irony) about people's tastes in senatorial 

                                                                                                        
success of James Gould Cozzens‘ By Love Possessed ... This sincere enthusiasm for a 

mediocre work is more damaging to literary standards than any amount of cynical 

ballyhoo‖, Dwight Macdonald (Commentary). 
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candidates or missile policies (if the president replied to critics by say-

ing, "Well, your taste is for speeding up the missile program and spending 

money, but that‘s not to my taste‖,  we would feel he ought to back up 

his opinion more than that). Nor do we speak of tastes in international 

affairs, or laws, or constitutions. And that seems to be because we believe 

that judgments on these matters can be, and ought to be, based on good 

reasons – not that they always are, of course. To prefer a democratic to a 

totalitarian form of government is not just a matter of taste, though to 

like green olives better than ripe olives is a matter of taste, and we don't 

require the green olive man to rise and give his reasons, or even to have 

reasons. What kind of reasons could he have? "Green olives are better 

because they are green" would not look like much of a reason to the ripe 

olive devotee. 

The question, then, is whether a preference for Picasso or Monte-

verdi is more like a preference for green olives or like a preference for a 

senatorial candidate: is it arguable? can it be reasoned? 

When we read what critics and reviewers have to say about the 

things they talk about, we cannot doubt that they do not merely praise 

or blame, but defend their judgments by giving reasons, or what they 

claim to be reasons. The judgments of By Love Possessed, here quoted 

out of context, are supplied with arguments, some of them with long argu-

ments dealing in detail with the plot, style, characterization, structure, 

underlying philosophy, attitudes towards Catholics, Jews, and Negroes, 

and other aspects of the novel. Collect a number of these reviews to-

gether and it certainly reads like a dispute. Or here is one person who 

says, "Mozart's Quintet in E Flat Major for Piano and Winds (K. 452) is 

a greater piece of music than Beethoven's Quintet in E Flat Major for 

Piano and Winds (Op. 16) because it has greater melodic invention, sub-

tlety of texture, a more characteristic scoring for the wind instruments, 

and a more expressive slow movement". And here is his friend, who re-

plies, "The Beethoven quintet is greater because it has richer sonority, 

greater vigour and vitality, and a more powerful dynamic spirit". There's a 

dispute, or something that looks very much like one. 

But according to the aesthetic skeptic – if I may choose this con-

venient name for the upholder of the "no disputing" doctrine – this is an 

illusion. The apparent reasons are not genuine reasons, or cannot be com-

pelling reasons, like the ones we find in other fields. For in the last anal-

ysis they rest upon sheer liking or disliking, which is not susceptible of 

rational discussion. The defender of the Mozart Quintet, for example, 
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seems to be trying to prove his point, but what he is actually doing (says 

the skeptic) is better put this way: "If you like subtle texture and expres-

siveness in slow movements, then you (like me) will prefer the Mozart 

quintet". But what if his friend cares more for vigour and vitality? Then 

the so-called "argument" is bound to leave him cold. He can only reply, 

"If you like vigour and vitality, as I do, then you would prefer the Bee-

thoven quintet"; but this is no longer a dispute; they are talking com-

pletely at cross purposes, not even contradicting each other. 

The aesthetic skeptic would analyze all apparent disputes among 

critics in these terms: the critic can point out features of the novel, the 

abstract expressionist painting, the quintet for winds, but when he does 

this he is taking for granted, what may not be true, that you happen to 

like these features. You can't, says the skeptic, argue anybody into liking 

something he doesn't like, and that's why there's no disputing about tastes; 

all disputes are in the end useless. 

Now this view, which I have here stated in a fairly rough way, 

can be worked out into a sophisticated and 

impressive position, and if it is mistaken, as I 

believe it is, its mistakes are not childish or simple-

minded. Consequently, I cannot pretend to give here 

an adequate treatment of it. But I should like to 

consider briefly some of the difficulties in aesthetic 

skepticism, as I see it, and point out the possibility of 

an alternative theory. 

The skeptical theory takes people's likes and 

dislikes as ultimate and unappealable facts about 

them; when, two people finally get down to saying 

"I like X" and "I' don't like X" (be it the flavour of 

turnip or subtlety of texture in music), there the 

discussion has to end, there the dispute vanishes. 

But though it is true that you can't change a disliking 

into a liking by arguments, that doesn't imply that you 

can't change it at all, or that we cannot argue 

whether or not it ought to be changed. We don't ex-

pect such dramatic conversions as Lucy's successful 

appreciation of Bach's C Major fugue from The Well-

Tempered Clavier, rendered by Schroeder in the 

Peanuts cartoon – assuming that Lucy is sincere, 

which, considering her character, is doubtful. Appre-
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ciation isn't something you do if you just decide to. But the fact remains 

that one person can give reasons to another why he would be better off if 

he could enjoy music or painting that he now abhors, and sometimes the 

other person can set about indirectly, by study and enlarged experience, 

to change his own tastes, or, as we say, to improve them. There is not just 

your taste and mine, but better and worse taste; and this doesn't mean 

just that I have a taste for my taste, but not yours – I might in fact have a 

distaste for the limitations of my own taste (though that is a queer way 

to put it). It is something like a person with deep-rooted prejudices, to 

which he has been conditioned from an early age; perhaps he cannot quite 

get rid of them, no matter how he tries, and yet he may acknowledge in 

them a weakness, a crippling feature of his personality, and he may 

resolve that he will help his children grow up free from them. 

The skeptic does not allow for the possibility that we might give 

reasons why a person would be better off if he liked or disliked By Love 

Possessed in the way, and to the degree, that it deserves to be liked or 

disliked. Sometimes, I think, he really holds that it would not be worth the 

trouble. After all, what does it matter whether people like green olives or 

ripe olives? We can obtain both in sufficient supply, and nothing much 

depends upon it as far as the fate of the world is concerned. That's an-

other reason why we ordinarily don't speak of senatorial candidates as a 

matter of taste – unless we want to be disparaging, as when people speak 

of the president's choice in secretaries of state, to imply that he has no 

good reason for his choice. It does matter who is senator, or secretary of 

state – it matters a great deal. But what about music, painting, and litera-

ture? Why should it be "alarming", to quote the passage from Dwight 

Macdonald, if the critics and Book-of-the-Month Club members acclaim 

a novel that is (in his judgment) unworthy? 

Now of course, if we are thinking of our two musical disputants 

about the relative merits of the two quintets, this is a dispute we may 

safely leave alone. Both quintets are of such a high order that it perhaps 

doesn't matter enormously which we decide to rank higher than the  

other, though there's no harm in trying to do this, if we wish. But the 

question about By Love Possessed is whether it is a "masterpiece" or 

"bad"; and the question about the paintings is whether they ought to be 

shown abroad at all. It may not matter so very much whether a person 

on the whole admires Mozart or Beethoven more, but what if he cannot 

make up his mind between Mozart and Strauss, or between Beethoven and 

Sjostakóvitj? 
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The fact is that the prevailing level of taste in the general public 

matters a great deal to me, for it has a great deal to do with determining 

what I shall have the chance to read, what movies will be filmed, shown, 

or censored, what music will be played most availably on the radio, what 

plays will be performed on television. And it has a great deal to do with 

what composers and painters and poets will do, or whether some of them 

will do anything at all. But more than that, even: if I am convinced that 

the kind of experiences that can only be obtained by access to the 

greatest works is an important ingredient of the richest and most fully-

developed human life, then do I not owe it to others to try to put that 

experience within their reach, or them within its reach? It might be as 

important to them as good housing, good medical and dental care, or good 

government. 

But here is another point at which the skeptic feels uneasy. Isn't it 

undemocratic to go around telling other people that they have crude tastes 

– wouldn't it be more in keeping with our laissez-faire spirit of tolerance, 

and less reminiscent of totalitarian absolutism and compulsion, to let 

others like and enjoy what they like and enjoy? Isn't this their natural 

right? 

There are too many confusions in this point of view to clear them all 

up briefly. But some of them are worth sorting out. Of course it is a 

person's right to hear the music he enjoys, provided it doesn't bother other 

people too much. But it is no invasion of his right, if he is willing to consider 

the problem, to try to convince him that he should try to like other things 

that appear to deserve it. When Schroeder makes Lucy uncomfortable 

because she doesn't appreciate classical music, this puts him one up on 

her, and in other moods she might retort that it gives her more time to 

spend pleasurably on trivial pursuits. But Schroeder, by admonishing her , 

is not denying any of her rights. 

The distinction that many skeptics find it hard to keep in mind is 

this: I may hold that there is a better and a worse in music and novels 

without at all claiming that I know for certain which are which. Those 

critics and reviewers who pronounced their judgments on By Love Pos-

sessed are not necessarily dogmatic because they deny that it's all a matter of 

taste (even though some of them were more positive than they had a right 

to be). They believe that some true and reasonable judgment of the novel 

is in principle possible, and that objective critics, given time and discus-

sion, could in principle agree, or come close to agreeing, on it. But they 

do not have to claim infallibility – people can be mistaken about novels, as 
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they can about anything else. Works of art are complicated. There need be 

nothing totalitarian about literary criticism, and there is nothing especially 

democratic in the view that nobody is wrong because there is no good or 

bad to be wrong about. 

It would help us all, I think, to look at the problem of judging 

works of art in a more direct way. These judgments, as can easily be seen 

in any random collection of reviews, go off in so many directions that it 

sometimes seems that the reviewers are talking about different things. 

We must keep our eye on the object – the painting, the novel, the quintet. 

Because the composer's love affairs were in a sorry state at the time he 

was composing, people think that the value of the music must somehow 

be connected with this circumstance. Because the painter was regarding 

his model while he painted, people think that the value of the painting 

must depend on some relation to the way she really looked, or felt. 

Because the novelist is known to be an anarchist or a conservative, 

people think that the value of the novel must consist partly in its fidel-

ity to these attitudes. Now, of course, when we approach a work of art, 

there are many kinds of interest that we can take in it, as well as in its 

creator. But when we are trying to judge it as a work of art, rather than 

as biography or social criticism or something else, there is a central in-

terest that ought to be kept in view. 

A work of art, whatever its species, is an object of some kind – 

something somebody made. And the question is whether it was worth 

making, what it is good for, what can be done with it. In this respect it is 

like a tool. Tools of course are production goods, instrumental to other 

instruments, whereas paintings and musical compositions and novels are 

consumption goods, directly instrumental to some sort of experience. And 

their own peculiar excellence consists, I believe, in their capacity to af-

ford certain valuable kinds and degrees of aesthetic experience. Of course 

they do not yield this experience to those who cannot understand them, 

just as a tool is of no use to one who has not the skill to wield it. But we 

do not talk in the skeptical way about tools: we do not say that the value 

of a hammer is all a matter of taste, some people having a taste for 

hammering nails, some not. No, the value resides in its capability to 

drive the nail, given a hand and arm with the right skill, and if the 

need should arise. And this value it would have, though unrealized, even 

if the skill were temporarily lost. 

So with works of art, it seems to me. Their value is what they can 

do to and for us, if we are capable of having it done. And for those who 
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do not, or not yet, have this capacity, it is not a simple fact that they do 

not, but a misfortune, and the only question is whether, or to what ex-

tent, it can be remedied. It is because this question sometimes has a 

hopeful answer that we dispute, and must dispute, about tastes. When 

the political disputant gives his reasons for supporting one senatorial can-

didate over another, he cites facts about that candidate that he knows, 

from past experience, justify the hope of a good performance – the hope 

that the candidate, once elected, will do what a senator is supposed to 

do, well. When the critic gives his reasons for saying that a work of art is 

good or bad, he is not, as the skeptic claims, trying to guess whom it will 

please or displease; he is pointing out those features of the work – its quali-

ties, structure, style, and so on – that are evidence of the work's ability or 

inability to provide qualified readers, listeners, or viewers, with a deep 

aesthetic experience. 
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